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so i twisted away from the shoreline
and resigned myself to the waves
swelling
like colors i recall but never see
my legs stiffen and become someone else's
head down, i pretend to pray
arms folded into an X
i think i screamed
as you washed over
pushing too hard, like a kid
Panic
too many limbs, thrashing
between bottom and top
balloons inside threaten to burst
my mouth, the mouth of a baby,
gaping, sucking
the green behind my eyes
breaks
into a million drops
of milk
something soft unclenches my fists
you are the breath
i am catching
laughing at the easiness
here
where we swim in the sky
and fly through the water
unaware of words
here,
two steps on the other side of death
where the freshness is permanent

The scratch and pull of Ice t
carved out Lake Huron and'
The same force returns
dragging the cold behind
in a yearly cycle.
I lead you along the desertel
frozen white-cold, pulling yo
over the arched backs of du
to show you Port Crescent.
If it were summer, we'd sit
all day and watch the wind t
froth-tipped waves
into the half-circle bay.

Now I lead you down the be
and you show me how the VI
bent blade of beach grass
around another blade
like the needle of a compas!
The blades cut an orbit into

But which force pulled us
together and swirled us
along the beach at Port Cre:
It doesn't matter.
Something is telling us
without words
that we must steady each 01
as we trace our own
circle in the sand.

